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Quite recently one of tile largest turbine builders in this coun- 
try has developed a new line of simple impulse turbines to be run at 
speeds of 6ooo to 7ooo revolutions per minute and to be connected 
through gears to the machines which they drive. These units have 
met with a considerable measure of success and are increasing 
rapidly in popularity. The most important consideration in return- 
ing to the geared unit af ter  the development of the slow-speed 
repeated-flow simple impulse turbine is that of economy. High- 
speed geared units are said to show a gain of economy of 15 per cent. 
over the repeated flow type, slower-speed direct connected units. 

Some difficulty was experienced with the wearing of the teeth 
of the earlier gears, but this has been overcome by accurate work- 
manship and suitable lubrication. The Westinghouse-MacAlpine 
floating-frame was introduced to insure proper  contact and thus 
avoid cutting. At about the same time, however, gears were used 
on the large Parsons turbines without special provision for adjust- 
ment other than accuratelv made bearings which were kept well 
lubricated. This apparentfy has been all that is necessary, for  the 
newer American types have proved satisfactory without special 
devices to maintain alignment. The early gears were usually of 
bronze. High-carbon steel is now used to a great extent and seems 
better suited to the purpose. 

The small geared-turbine provides a cheap light-weight and eco- 
nomical unit. I t  will not cause any revolution in power plant prac- 
tice but it will gradually find its place as its advantages and its 
adaptability to special conditions and particular uses are recognized. 

The Wire Drag in Hydrographic Surveying. E. L. JONES. 
(U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, Serial No. 47, Elements of 
Chart Making, I916 . ) - -Surveying  our waters for  navigational 
charts has in the past largely been done by means of sounding with 
the lead line, and for the reason of the limitations of that method 
the information as to the form of the bottom so obtained is re- 
stricted to points more or less separated. In other words, the hand 
lead, weighing about 12 pounds, is attached to a line and cast over- 
board at various intervals to ascertain the depth of water, and does 
not give a complete and final knowledge of certain water areas. 
As surveys by the lead-line method failed frequently to reveal even 
an indication of the presence o f  rocky pinnacles, ledges, bowlders, 
coral reefs, etc., it became more and more evident that some new 
device especially adapted to the requirements of such localities was 
urgently needed. For  this purpose the wire drag was adopted. 

From its crude original form there has been rapidly developed, 
by the Coast and Geodetic Survey, an apparatus which in practice 
gives results that are final. It  consists of a horizontal bottom wire, 
supported at intervals by adjustable upright cables suspended from 
buoys on the surface. These uprights can be lengthened or short- 
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ened for various required depths, and to maintain the bottom wire 
at a given depth below tile surface of the water by making allow- 
ance for the rise and fall of the tide. The uprights are maintained 
in a nearly vertical position by means of weights attached to their 
lower ends. Intermediate between the uprights, wooden floats are 
attached directly to the drag wire to prevent sagging between the 
uprights. The end weights and buoys are larger than the inter- 
mediate, and to them the towing gear from the launches is attached. 

In operation the drag is extended by directing the course of the 
launch outward from the middle of the drag as well as forward 
along the center of the area to be swept. An interesting feature of 
the apparatus is the signalling system between the end launches, 
made necessary by the great length of the drag which is sometimes 
four  or five miles long. Upon meeting an obstruction in its course, 
the drag at once indicates the obstruction and points out its location. 
As soon as the drag wire touches an obstruction, there is a marked 
increase in the tension on the drag, which is noted immediately on 
the spring balance to which the tow line is attached; and the ~osi- 
tion of the shoal is shown by the buoys which line up between the 
obstruction and the launches. A buoy is then placed at the inter- 
section of the two lines of drag buoys, the drag is cleared and moved 
ahead on its course and the detailed examination of the spot is then 
made by a sounding party in a small tender or sounding boat. 

Characteristics of Small Dry Cells. C. F. BURGESS. (Pro- 
ceedi~tffs of the American EIectrochemicaI 5"ociety, September 3o, 
I 916 . ) - -The  flash light industry has been greatly stimulated by the 
development of the high efficiency miniature tungsten lamps, and 
of an influence equal in importance is the decided improvement in 
the qualities of the battery. The two most important charac- 
teristics by which the value of flash light batteries may be determined 
are ability to furnish light over a period of time, or its capacity, 
and its ability to withstand deterioration when not in use, or its 
shelf life. Other  characteristics of importance are voltage, recupera- 
tion, uniformity, size, cost. Since by far  the most important use of 
small cells is for  flash light service, the tests aim to parallel as far 
as practicable this type of service. 

The two most important characteristics by which the value of 
flash light batteries may be determined are its capacity, and its 
shelf life. The standard method of capacity test which has been 
used in the laboratories of several manufacturers  is to adopt a fixed 
standard of resistance through which the individual cell is discharged, 
and noting the length of time on discharge required for the cell to 
drop to a certain voltage. It  has been found that four ohms per 
cell of battery used is close to the average resistance of the common 
sizes of standard lamps, and this is adopted as the standard. There 
is room for argument as to what voltage should be taken as that 


